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Abstract 

In recent years, the rapid development of Internet finance has gradually entered our 
lives. With the development of economy, our demand for consumption is gradually 
increasing, Internet finance and consumer demand, through the combination of big data 
analysis, Internet finance gradually tend to scene. This paper is to introduce the scene 
finance and scenario financial layout, through understanding the Internet technology 
enterprises and traditional financial institutions of the scene layout, how to better layout 
of the financial situation to give advice. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the rapid rise of Internet finance, most of the Internet and finance into the life 
scene, great people provide convenient, fast and safe products and services, improve people's 
quality of life, Internet enterprises continue to innovate and develop, the continuous 
transformation of traditional financial institutions, promote the rapid development of the 
financial scene, gradually, the scene of finance into the main trend of Internet financial 
development [1].  

2. Scenario Finance Overview 

2.1. Conception 

Scenario finance refers to the use of new financial science and technology, financial activities 
are organically embedded in the existing various scene services, efficient completion of 
consumer behavior and experience behavior.  

Under the concept of "Internet Plus", in the era of the use of big data analytics, the Internet has 
been integrated into various industries. The rapid development of the Internet, unlike 
traditional finance, Internet finance is a new type of finance, scene finance is a new technology 
upstart. Scenario Finance is the integration of the financial needs generated by this innovative 
financial situation with the various scenarios in life, making financial needs more natural, risk 
pricing more accurate, and cash flow in a visible or controllable state [2]. 

2.2. Business 

2.2.1. Third-party payments 

For example, Alibaba's Alipay, Baidu's Baidu wallet, Tencent's financial payment and so on. 

2.2.2. Financial product sales channel business 

For example, Alibaba's Balance Bao sells Tianhong Fund's money fund, CopperBoard Street 
website sells banking products and so on. 
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2.2.3. Internet Credit (P2P Loan) 

P2P Loans are direct loans between individuals through the Internet platform. In this case, 
there will be different services, such as just a platform, or with their own funds to provide 
security, or first to raise funds, and then to find customers and projects to provide loans.  

2.2.4. Crowdfunding model 

Crowdfunding is a model for publishing fund-raising projects on an online platform to raise 
funds from the masses.  Different scenarios will be built with different financial business, only 
those from their own development and characteristics, cut into more, more convenient and 
efficient, closer to the customer scenario, more successful [3].  

2.3. The meaning of scene finance 

2.3.1. Better meet demand 

Financial scenario is the financial institutions and Internet technology enterprises to financial 
products or high-tech embedded in the scene of life, to meet people's needs.  

Scenario finance combines financial consumption with service farm platforms on the Internet, 
and by building platforms and innovative products, customers can enjoy more integrated 
services and their experiences are correspondingly improved. In addition, you can analyze the 
big data of new fintech institutions, directly grasp the customer's preferences, behavior, 
occupation and other data, timely and accurate understanding of the customer's overall 
financial behavior. These big data allow banks to analyze the overall situation and needs of 
customers, so that customers are targeted to recommend the right financial products for 
customers, so that more quickly and efficiently to meet customer financial needs [4]. 

2.3.2. Better resource allocation 

Because of the emergence of scenario finance, a full range of resource allocation has the 
possibility. According to each financial product, the use of big data and other technologies, the 
core enterprises upstream and downstream matching, and finally work out the most matching 
financial products and services. Scenario finance will be production, sales, manufacturing, 
circulation and other links with finance, to optimize, pull up and other asset allocation means, 
so that sales scenario. Optimised configuration through offline and offline connectivity to 
provide customers with the most complete and responsive financial services and products. Not 
only that, some customers can also share resources through "self-configuration", customers are 
satisfied with the product, will be through various ways such as Weibo, WeChat and other 
platforms to share to friends [5].  

2.3.3. Better risk protection 

Financial scenario will also exist security risks, whether enterprises or banks, the existence of 
scenario security will affect the security development of the Internet, so scenario finance is to 
let enterprises and financial institutions to analyze some classic cases, better risk protection.  

Banks can also establish high-tech wind control systems to monitor them fully on demand.  In 
the face of complex situations, scenario finance can also be from different angles, multi-faceted 
to detect the progress of the business, play a security role.  

3. Scenario finance is an important trend in the development of Internet 
finance 

With the development of Internet and finance, the mode of Internet finance is gradually 
increasing, including third-party payment, big data, Internet credit and so on. It's just that 
they're developing in a similar way. Therefore, enterprises should think of analyzing big data 
to understand customer needs, expand business market and find new directions. No matter 
what the financial industry, it needs to have a certain trading scene, if the Internet finance alone 
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does not appear to have any meaning. With the demand of people, various scenarios appear in 
life, combining such transactions and services, highlighting the significance of Internet finance 
and the value of the entire service [6].  

3.1. The layout of scenario finance 

Both Internet financial technology enterprises and traditional financial institutions are laying 
out financial scenes in their own ways and changing with the use of financial high-tech 
technology. Among them, Internet enterprises have taken shape in financial scenes, while 
traditional financial institutions are transforming to financial scenes 

 

Table 1. The financialscene layout of Internet enterprises 
 Baidu Tencent Ali JD.com 

Bank 
Baixin Bank, 

Agricultural Bank 
Microbanks 

Net-a-Porter Bank, 
Construction Bank 

 

insurance 
Bai'an Insurance, 

Chinese Life 

Zhongan 
Insurance, Hutta 
Insurance, Aviva 

Life Insurance 

Zhong'an Insurance, 
Construction of U.S. 

Mutual Life 
Insurance, CathaY 

Property Insurance 

JD.com insurance, car 
insurance 

security Guojin Securities 
Futai Securities, 

Huatai Securities, 
Guojin Securities 

Yunfeng Finance 
Big Data Consumption 

Index 

funds 
Baidu venture 
capital, capital 

funds 

Teng'an 
Information 
Technology 

Tianhong Fund  

Credit 
ZESTFINANCE, 

CREDIT LICENSE 
PLATE 

Tengxin Credit Sesame Credit  

pay Baidu wallet 
WeChat payment, 

QQ payment 
Alipay 

ZESTFINANCE UnionPay 
bill-collecting member, 

JD.com Wallet 

loan 
Baidu small loans, 
Baidu has money 

Particle loan 
Ant flowers, ants 

borrow 

JD.com White Bar, Beijing 
Baby, Beijing Small Loan, 

Yi Huili 

Financial Financial platform  
Funds, insurance, 

crowdfunding, asset 
management 

Owner Wealth Platform 

Asset 
management 

Baidu    

Equity 
crowdfunding 

  Ant-Man JD.com crowdfunding 

Trading in 
financial assets 

  Net gold set  

 

From the table above, we can see that the scene layout of Internet enterprises is gradually 
taking shape. 

3.1.1. Ali's scene layout 

Ali Alipay almost throughout the entire life scene, including consumption, travel, medical 
beauty, campus, top-up, etc., Taobao and Tmall shuttle in the e-commerce scene, Didi Dache and 
Gaud layout in the travel scene, medical scene has Ali health, preferential scene has the United 
States group and gather cost-effective, tourism scene has traveling on a budget and Alitrip. 

3.1.2. Tencent's scene layout 

Tencent's WeChat payment has also entered a different life scene, its financial communication 
and micro-bank also launched a variety of access to products of financial services, but also into 
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the payment scene, the tourism scene includes eLong, Tongcheng, Didi, Dianping, Jingdong and 
Leju.com, which are respectively laid out in the travel scene, discount scene, shopping mall 
scene and home scene [7].  

3.1.3. Baidu's scene layout 

Baidu wallet first to create internal scenes, and then into vertical scenes, such as travel, catering, 
movies, etc., Baidu paste bar, Baidu map, Baidu engine, Qunar and Ctrip, Ai Qiyi and 91 wireless 
layout in the social scene, travel scene, information scene, tourism scene, entertainment scene. 

3.1.4. JD.com's scene layout 

JD.com's way to move towards a broader consumer scenario is to launch the "JD.com White 
Bar". For example, in an educational scenario, consumers can check paper reports for free by 
opening the JD.com White Bar. There are also offers, such as free delivery of the Extreme Edition 
Check Voucher, and in travel scenarios, both online and offline, installments can be made 
through the "JD.com White Bar". 

In addition, other platforms are gradually emerging, such as 58 city, 58 city also gradually start 
to rent, second-hand cars, new houses, recruitment, home economics and other forms of scenes. 

3.2. Traditional financial institutions scene financial layout 

Under the rapid promotion of "Internet Plus", traditional financial institutions have gradually 
merged with various life and financial scenarios to realize the maximum value of "Internet Plus 
Finance". 

3.2.1. Ping An Insurance 

Ping An's "one-account pass" hang covers investment, consumption, deposit, loan, insurance 
and cars, health and other financial and life accounts, which are used in consumer payments 
and installments. According to user needs, Yizhongtong has launched multiple scenarios such 
as borrowing, spending and earning. 

3.2.2. Industrial and Commercial Bank of China 

ICBC launched ICBC e life, set positioning navigation, merchant services, 020 consumption, old-
age, preferential consumption, and other functions in one, to create a variety of platforms, 
applications in payment financing, online and offline, channels in real-time and other scenarios, 
to provide customers with a variety of consumer scenarios, improve customer experience, 
speed up the payment scene and financial scene layout [8].  

3.2.3. Abc 

Agricultural Bank has established social interaction channels and online consumption 
scenarios, and has partnered with a number of well-known e-commerce platforms and offline 
merchants to launch more promotional activities. Also with online banking, handheld banking 
and other channels to establish a living fee entrance, to provide mobile phone top-up and other 
services. In addition, AgBank will also integrate deposit, loan, payment settlement into the 
various scenarios of life to meet the needs of users, to provide solutions. 

3.2.4. China Construction Bank 

CCB's "Happy Life" is used for a variety of public utilities to meet the needs of life, and also 
works with external merchants in a variety of financial scenarios. 

3.2.5. Bank of Communications of China 

Bank of China's "pay the bill" throughout the card services, financial activities, payments and 
other different financial scenes, but also joined the five life scenes, not only that, the Bank's "pay 
for it" also with hungry platform cooperation, to create a circular scene network. Recently, the 
bank's offline credit card marketing campaign "Red Friday" Starbucks beverage promotions are 
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very popular. It offers different discounts based on paying in its stores, making it more 
attractive to customers  

3.2.6. China Merchants Bank 

In 2016, China Merchants Bank and Drip travel cooperation, in which the Bank launched the 
"one net pass" layout in the payment scene, there is a recruitment bank to do the guarantee, 
both safe and convenient, more promote the financial and life scene. 

4. Proposals for a landscaped financial layout 

4.1. Get a full view of your customers' needs 

To better lay out the financial landscape, the most important thing is to understand the 
customer's life needs and financial needs. Because the financial scene itself is to integrate 
financial high-tech technology into life, to provide safe and convenient services to meet the 
needs of users. Whether Internet technology companies or the traditional financial institutions, 
is to grasp the user's various aspects information, through the analysis of the credit of different 
scenarios, draw a comprehensive and three-dimensional image of the user, targeted to develop 
the matching and the most suitable for users of financial products and services, to customers of 
consumer psychology analysis exist partial simplification, let users think the consumption 
value. Therefore, it enhances the user's stickiness [9]. 

4.2. To open up the online and offline resources 

Most of the various scenarios are through online marketing and offline marketing on the 
Internet, using this resource to promote financial scenarios. It can cooperate with external 
merchants. Online marketing has convenient and fast functions, while offline marketing can 
provide preferential activities and arrange scenes more rationally according to customers' 
consumption psychology. 

4.3. Wind control should run through the user's consumption life cycle 

Once you understand the needs of your users, the risks of scenario finance should not be seen 
as small. Scenario financial wind control should not be limited to anti-fraud, anti-fraud is only 
to verify the authenticity of users, and does not take into account the user's consumption pain 
point and rationality. Instead, wind control should be used throughout the user's consumption 
life cycle. To analyze the user's consumption life cycle in all aspects, understand the user's 
consumption pain point and rationality, develop in line with the financial products and services, 
avoid consumption, insolvent situation, especially young users. This can also improve the user's 
awareness of anti-risk. 

4.4. Innovate and add new scenes in many ways 

Times are changing, information is constantly being updated, and technology is constantly 
innovating. To better lay out the financial scene, we must think from different aspects and 
different angles to innovate the scene, adding new scenes. Providing different scenarios to meet 
the needs of life and finance, to maximize the value of "Internet plus finance". Traditional 
financial institutions should speed up the pace of transformation of the financial scene, Internet 
technology enterprises and traditional financial institutions should cooperate with each other 
and compete with each other to create more new scenes [10].  

5. Conclusion 

In this era of high-tech, high-tech technology and life should be integrated together. The use of 
Internet or finance alone is too narrow, while there are thousands of life scenarios and people 
have different needs. This requires the combination of Internet, finance and life scenarios to 
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create a new type of financial scenarios. The life of science and technology, scene, reflects its 
greatest significance. In the increasingly updated era, new financial scenarios should also be 
constantly updated. Specific financial products and services should be formulated according to 
people's needs and risk tolerance, and integrated into social life scenarios, reflecting the new 
Internet technology --financial scenarios. 

In general, according to various requirements, a better financial scene should be established to 
better realize the layout of the financial scene, create a better future for people, create more 
benefits, and make Internet finance go better in the future. 
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